0,1,
Guess the words defined by clues. The answers
vary in length from three to eight letters long
and of these, three are capitalized and two are
archaic or alternate spellings.
Enter the answers in the grid one after the other
starting in the top left corner and in the same
order as the clues. Across words that don't end
at the rightmost square of the row will continue
on leftmost square of the next row. Similarly,
down words that do not end in the bottom
square will continue at the top of the next
column.
Six across words and ten down words won't fit
into the grid unless one of their letters is
removed. These sixteen letters taken in order
as they appear in the across and then the down
answers will spell a two word phrase describing
the mystery entries.
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Mystery Entry (3)
Dash from the landmark (4)
Standard element of zinc, is about coming back (5)
Impression that First Officer sets sail, including
leaving, tops (6)
Covers convoluted, rapt, to a point (5)
Mystery Entry (3)
Small, medium and one large elevated beam (5)
Responsible for 50% of list, can (6)
Frog starts with computer hacker (7)
Boy with a Russian vehicle (4)
Mystery Entry (5)
Migrate to piano music (7)
Story co-enacted, enacted without the hundred
(8)
Something needs to be done, not a shame (3)
Mystery Entry (4)
Wotan or some wood I need (4)
Away from the wind and from gale elements (4)
Painting of last score, strange (6)
Like every evangelistic religion, you're initially
suspicious (5)
Mystery Entry (5)
Order anew, recruited anew without a turn (8)
Strange key, e.g. Strange indeed (5)
Enough heathen owners inside (4)
Mystery Entry (8)
Original name, original name, eating
establishment (3)
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Down
Octillions, first three and French group (5)
Realize a missing fact, fee is altered (5)
Original name offered, why today? (3)
Head covering head covering head (5)
Headless female, dogs rash outcomes (6)
Smooch resolutely in the earth (5)
Competes to include haematid in food (7)
Criteria with that is in class (7)
Latherer, not later, not him (3)
Walked improperly, led about the scamp (6)
Knocked the sound of Burmese Tribe (5)
Higher, in or out, all erected (6)
Odds odd and our odd smell (5)
Know the limits of game (5)
Niger, seed of surreal IT marketing has it coming
home (6)
Examine extremities of eddy and ebb and all (7)
Element of half of group of army leaders (4)
Read indirectly (not directly) about coins (6)
Fight bat, evens, stilted (6)
Hotel in Nairobi, Capital (3)
Implement Spanish refreshing drink (5)
Get upper comes back, sir has Queen (5)
Thorn, partner of prosecutor (4)
Mohammed's offspring is first lady and and and
man (5)
Indispensable and inclusive, I make your day (3)
Believe we have an older female ovis (3)

